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	As inquiry for this reflection developed, the specific theme that captured my 
imagination was not any particular passage within the Odes of Solomon, as much 
as it was the exercise of immersion into the tonal landscape of ancient Judaism. 
Viewing the Odes of Solomon with a concern of how sounds, and the 
transmission of those sounds, and divine revelation are in union with one another, 
gives cause for one to examine the current worship movement. This 
juxtapositional immersion into 2nd C. Syriac affords an unimpaired view of this 
most holy union where ears are given the opportunity not only to listen, but to 
respond to what they are hearing as well.
	The unknown poet of the Odes of Solomon, by virtue of being unknown, 
provides the implied reader or chanter with a transcendent quality of the out 
breathing of God. Because the implied reader today is unable to reside in the 
writing style of the author, the text functions more freely as a conversational 
passage between the reader and the divine. Reading the Odes of Solomon as the 
earliest Christian hymn book11Mircea Eliade, Ed. The Encyclopedia of Religion. New York. Macmillan and Co. 1986. is to come to humble realization that theology 
prevents music from becoming an end in itself. The Odes point to something 
other than mankind. Yet, too, the Odes prevent theology from becoming a purely 
intellectual matter. There is an essence within these poetic compositions that 
move the reader/odist, and also the listener to consider the ultimate purpose of 
the heart.
	Returning to the role of sound phenomena in divine revelation as it relates 
to the Syrian culture, the comprehension of the first followers of Jesus living in a 
world where hearing is believing is numbing. The silence is deafening. With 
sound events being the prime mediator of presence and truth, Christian worship 
was as much a sonic event as it was an optic event. Hearing was believing as 
one walked down the streets of Edessa and listened to people as they read 
aloud. Hearing was believing as one entered the house church and chanted. “The 
oral environment was so pervasive that no writing occurred that was not vocalized 
. . . even solitary readers reading only to themselves, read aloud.”22Paul Achtemeir. “Omne Verbum Sonat”: Journal of Biblical Literature 109 (1990) 12. Within this 
syncretistic atmosphere of Edessa, the first works were written.33Everett Ferguson, Ed. The Encyclopedia of Early Christianity. New York. Garland Pub. 
1997. However my 
reflection is that although the Odes of Solomon were written, the oral 
communication had greater power for reaching and transforming the people of 
the day. The acoustic environment provided an encounter that somewhat 
demanded a response. God is making God’s appeal through the reader as the 
reader reads or chants the Odes. In this historical context of the ancient Syrian 
community the ear serves a parallel for the heart. The counterpoint between the 
implied reader (odist) and Christ, against the oral-aural culture would seem a 
place of invitation to grace for a person who was listening to the chanter. Would not the question be who is the odist addressing? The imagination or visual is 
stirred by word-center worship.”Here as always the new speech of the Gospel 
was not a matter of words on a table but a word in the heart . . . not a copy book 
for recitation but rather winged words for life.44Amos Wilder. Early Christian Rhetoric: The Language of the Gospel. Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press (1971) 15.
	The outpouring of the living God is revealed in Jesus Christ and is the God 
that is with the odist and also the hearer as well. No one has ever seen God; 
however through these chants early Christians transmitted the faith to the 
hearers. God’s love was among the early Christian landscape leading hearers 
into a discovery situation. There is a creative redundancy that the Odes carry to 
teach the trusting relationship between the reader and Christ. The reader is seen 
loving what is being read. Furthermore, the act of hearing allows the listener to do 
business with God in silence. Thus the Odes of Solomon invite the hearer to not 
only hear a message through the reader or odist, but also the opportunity to be 
introduced to the Messenger.
	With the song of grace being the message, the Odes live, as the message 
of grace grows out of invitation. The shape of the “music” or invitation is the 
shape of the message. The hearer could “hear” not only the creative function of 
oral transmission, but the preservative function of the oral transmission as well. Both the invitation and message depend on each other. Hearing was believing 
and likewise, believing was hearing.
	My own response to this reading of the Odes as evangelism is to draw on 
the Hebraic notion of the written word. Text is a made thing capable of further 
making. Every word is a live and powerful agency and is capable of provoking 
endless response. Within the realm of holy, every word being alive and having a 
capability to provoke, by nature then the word carries a possibility, or germ of 
reproduction. Could not we say the same for evangelism? Imagine the odist 
reading or chanting aloud the text and the “hearers” for the first time listen to the 
words. Over time they begin to “read” aloud to themselves and the text is first 
breathed in and then ‘sung” out. It seems that within this exchange or 
transmission the proclamation of Word is in, and by itself, sacramental.
	Speaking here from a visual arts background my response is around 
esthetics and content. There sometimes can be the more esthetically rich surface 
that can seem to satisfy. However, just as in nature or the Odes of Solomon the 
central life message is not in the rich surface. The expressed content of a picture 
is determined not by subject matter but rather how that content is handled. The 
same applies in the art of making music. The music carries the germ of 
reproductive power that, too, like the word can provoke the inner gesture towards 
ultimate purpose. All this to say that the Odes of Solomon carry what I believe to 
be a solid demonstration of the holy organic fusion between life and art. And within that very fusion, the art which serves as surface is to create more life. 
There is endless response in this encounter that demands response.
	The Odes of Solomon breathe with a transformative power that leads the 
listeners into a discovery situation. The odist’s responsibility is to let God’s self 
disclosure be known. One of my favorite lines over the years has been “it’s the 
ministry underneath the music that we need to focus on.” Researching this paper 
and returning to the2nd C. tonal landscape have illumined that position in a 
number of surprising ways. From my own history music has always been a way of 
expressing the voice of the heart. Consider this quote from Herbert Caesari, as 
he speaks about good singers and juxtapose it with the Odes of Soloman as 
evangelism.
The good singer gives himself up to the expression of his song in the 
presence of others, but never at them, for he is mainly oblivious of 
his audience. To get inside the skin of the song is the secret of 
detachment.”55Herbert Caesari. The Vocie of the Mind. Crescendo Publishing Company. Boston, 1951.

Detachment is the overriding message that I have taught to praise band members 
and musicians along the way. One great example is when learning to play guitar 
you first learn the riff, however in order that you really learn the riff you close your 
eyes and play – you enter in. The same holds true for worship. It has been my 
experience in the institutional church that much worship is a “copybook for 
recitation” and not “winged words for life.” My one life experience that informs me on this is my work as contemporary music director, or worship leader, song 
leader or whatever title is given to describe the esthetic surface depending on the 
location where one plays music. Through this lens I have listened to the most 
profound worship “interiors” that I shall never be able to comprehend. Too, I have 
heard the hollow skin that tries to create the impression that God is more present 
when music is being made than when it is not. When I think of the discussions 
that I have had with players and singers over the years, with both professional 
and unprofessional musicians, both churched and unchurched, as to the joining 
of belief and praise I hear noise. When I reflect on the Odes of Solomon and think 
of the traditional and transmission I can hear grace. A grace that keeps on 
seeking out to any who will listen.
	Today with the strong emphasis on the “seeing is believing” paradigm, the 
prime mediator of presence and truth is the eye rather than the ear. However 
after this romp through the streets and house churches of 2nd C. Edessa, and first 
watching early Christians reading and chanting the Odes of Solomon the 
relevance of what they were singing resonates with Christian music and art in the 
year 2003.
	Without understanding the worth of worship, many times the newcomers to 
our churches today come and simply watch what is being said. Likewise the 
worship music is watched, and judged as performance. People today are looking 
for a truth that resonates with their lives and their experiences. People are looking for communities in which faith is lived out and spiritual experiences are tangible 
and real. The Odes of Solomon as evangelism is to recognize the move away 
from the Roman model of persuasion and into the Celtic model of incarnational 
evangelism. People want to see and hear both to believe. The Odes of Solomon 
provide a most excellent way of understanding the ministry of music in today’s 
church by answering the question of why. Why are we gathered together and 
chanting/singing this music. Which brings me to the sacred traditions of music 
and the live artist’s relationship to that inheritance. I think today that many 
churches suffer through performances of “contemporary worship”. The pain of 
such experiences comes not so much from the fact that a cherished tradition is 
being altered in some unacceptable way; rather the pain comes from the fact that 
the inheritance hasn’t been altered nearly enough. In some cases not at all. 
Sometimes the music is a mere repetition of receiving formal pattern and carries 
no real meaning. To many, I suspect they feel oppressed, rather than fed by the 
strong tradition that has gone before them.
	Without understanding as the Syriac Christians did, that existing texts hold 
within them a reproductive germ that is capable of making something new, artists 
as well as musicians in today’s church are not free to make something new. 
Evangelism will sound like evangelism and contemporary worship will continue to 
be contemporary and the banality of plastic Jesus art will continue to collect dust 
as it begs someone to look at it rather than listen to it.
	The Odes of Solomon breathe as the musicians allow the music to play 
them and not the reverse. The Odes appear in the eternal present, they shall 
never lose the holy. Words move, music moves.
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